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Abst r ac t
The aim of this paper is to give a r eview of
contras t
the main steps t hat have l ed to vo l tage
available
to day for integrated
ci r cuit
equipment
testing .
The main parameters
related
to quantitative
voltage
evaluations
are discussed
in the case
of
measurements
on integrated
circui t s metal stripes
as well as on buried lines . They concern
the
reduction
of the local field effects,
the voltage
resolution
improvements on the energy
analysers,
and the time resolution
. Results concerning
the Ebeam perturbation
of MOS circuits
are
reported.
Due to the test conditions
and the presence
of
additional
elements inside the microscope
column
limitations
are introduced
in spatial
resolution.
The performances available
are
given.
They are
consistent
with today's microelectronics.
But, for
the future,
we show in this paper that the debate
is not closed.
It concerns both basic improvements
and developments related
to the use of the E-beam
testers.

form September

Introduction
The principle
of vol tage cont r ast has been
known fo r a long ti me (44) but only
this
last
year ' s
eq uipment
based
on this
techniq ue is
co mmer cial l y availa ble.
This is the res ul t of two
facto r s
i)
the i ncreased
needs
in
fault
diagnosis
in integrated
circuits
(IC),
where t he
element
sizes
are reducing,
ii)
the parallel
improvements in elect r on beam eq uipment
res ulting
from advances in basic and applied research.
The purpose of this paper is to give a review
of the different
pro ble ms that must be solved
in
order
to provide
characteristics
adapterl
to
microelectronics.
First,
we shall give an outline
of the voltage contrast
principle.
Secondly,
we
shall
detail
the significant
characteristics
of
the system,
i.e . , the voltage,time
and spatial
resolutions
that both depend on spectrometer
and
microscope working conditions.
Finally,
we shall
deal with
th e new developments
that lead to systems which can be used by non-specialists,
for
example in a design work station.
In the different
steps,
we shall
remember that there is
always
work for
resear chers essentially
due to future
microelectronics
needs.

Voltage

KEY WORDS: Voltage contrast,
Integrated
circuits
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Contrast

Principle
In electron
microscopy an y phenomenon creating
a variation
in the number of collected
electrons
by the detector
gives rise to a contrast .
Among the r ee mitted electrons,
different
energies
can be found : i) the backscatted
electrons
with
Eb ~ 0.7 Ep, ii) the secondary
electrons
(SE)
where the energ y is by definition
limited to 50
eV.
The contrasts
mainly related
to backscattered
electrons
are
the atomic
and the crystalline
contrasts.
The topographic,
magnetic,
and voltage
contrasts
essentially
concern
the secondaries,
and arise from low penetration
zones. Our field of
interest,
the voltage contrast , needs to be consequently
intensified
in opposition
to the other
cases.
The energy
distribution
of secondary
electrons N(E) has been extensively
studied by Kollath
(29),
and can be written at first
approximation
:
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N (E)
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F(E)

This
function
peaks at about 2 eV, and is
eventually
shifted
by the target
polarisation
Vt by
the amount -qVt . This shift
is the basis of quantitative
voltage evaluation.
Assuming for example a two dimensional
geometry for the detection
system , the detected
current
becomes :
Idet

Isat

(2)

0

- 1T

where

det

- 0 represents
the angle of emission
with
respect
to the normal to the specimen,
- C(e) represents
the collection
coefficient
for the detection
system. The transmission
coefficient T of the energy
analyser
is
implicit l y
included .
- F(Eo)
represents
a n eventual
filtering
function
inside the detection
syste m depending
on
the secondary energy .
This
si mple presentation
of the
phenomenon
assumes
a stabilization
of the emission
coefficient during the measurements.
Cons eq uently , charging effects
occ urrin g in i nsulato r s , or i ns ul ated
metal pads , and co ntamination
cases are excl uded.
Besides changes in the topography or nature of the
material
are obviously
ruled out .
In the
ideal case : i)
F(Eo) is a step
fun c tion,
i.e . , F(Eo) =l only if
E ~E l, ii) C(0)
is
poorly
sensitive
to neighbouring
elect ri cal
conditions . Assuming now a target
polarisation,
the relation
(2) is simplified

+f
Idet

I sat

j

j

50 eV
C( 8) N(E + qVt)

TT

d 8 dE

(3)

El

2

and the detected
current
becomes a non-linear
but
monotonic
function
of the specimen voltage
(fig .
1).
The minimum and maximum energies,
Emin and
Emax, are sup posed to be respectively
O and 50 eV.
In orde r to get quantitative
voltage eval uat io ns,
the energy
El can be automatica ll y adjusted
in
order
to give a constant
signal
(8, 9) and when
El = E 10 - qVt with an E 10 value roughly
located
in the O - 5 eV range it is obtained whatever
Vt
might be .
Consequ ent l y,
quantitative
evaluations
of
l ocal
pot entials
ca n be achieved on metal
test
pads with great dimensions and onl y differential
measurements
(43 ,1 ) are valuable
in general.In
other
words at a given point a s i gnal
changing
with
time is now co rre ctly evaluated,but
a comparison
of a bso lut e val ues is diffic ult due to the
possi bl e local seconda r y e mission
variations
.Thi s
point is f undamental with a voltage contrast
quanti tat i ve approach .

4

E(ev)

j j j

I

2

:
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Fig. 1
Sketch
of the detected
current
as a
function
of the target
voltage .They correspond
to
the areas at the right hand side of the limit El.
Evaluation
of quantitative
voltage on IC metal
stri pes
The acc ur acy in voltage
meas urements
s upposes: i) t he right amplitude evaluation
depending
on
voltage
resolution
and
voltage
errors
introduced
by the electrical
environment
aro und
t he tested point ; ii) a time resolution
consis tent with the investigated
signal periods .
The voltage resolution
depends on the noise
sources in all t he detection
chain . The three main
terms
concern
the primary
beam, the secondary
yield and the influence
of backscattered
electrons
(38) . The backsattered
can act directly
or indirectly
via secondaries
generated
inside the spectrometer.
Ass uming shot noise so ur ces,
and taking into
acco unt the two first
ele ments , the minimum es timated voltage which can be detected
in the closed
loop mode is (19) :

(4)

C

On t he one hand, it depends on t he admitted sig nal
over noise ration
~ 3, the bandwidth 6f for
th e
detection
system, and the primary beam current
Ip .
If we writ e the spot diameter in its simplest
form
2
(see rel . 8), say d ~ Ip/Bit
comes :
tVmin = n IM/B

1/d

(S)

and in some cases a compromise is required
between
voltage and s patia l resolution.
On the other hand,
the consta nt C may be
split
in two terms . The first
ter m 2q(l + o)/o
depends on the seco ndar y electron
yi e ld 6 .
The second ter m is r elate d to the spec trometer characteristics,
i. e . :
(1/IT)
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Fig . 2
Detected
secondary
electrons
current
versus
the
retarding
voltage Vr.
The
working
point
coordinates
are : Vro
and Ideto.

in Voltage

d~ett

Contrast

extraction
grid . The vertical
fields
then obtained
have the same order of magnitude
we mentioned
previously,
so on the one hand the collectio n is
improved.
But on the other hand it
induces
a
parasitic
charge on insul a tor zones then causing
problems in examination of buried lin es (22).
The
elimination
of the lowest
energetic
electrons ,
i.e.,
the most sensitive
to microfields
also
constitutes
an improvement (8) .

e
Deflection

vZZllZZI
izz::a__ _

o:_~L-----+---The different
elements are defined on Fig . 2 and
spectrometer
sketch on Fig . 3.
It
is clear that the voltage resolution
depends on the transmission
T of the spectrometer
and the optimization
of the working point.
Taking
into
account the secondary emission spectrum
for
aluminium
and realistic
parameters
, this
model
predicts
a
maximum attainable
resolution
of
0 . 08 mV. As mentioned by the authors
(38),
the
experimental
value
lies around 0 . 5 mV on large
test pads.
The main reason originates
probably in
the influence
of the backscattered
electrons
not
taken into acco unt here.
Let us now come back to the relations
(2) and
(3).
On the one hand, when the filtering
function
F(E) for the energy analyser approaches the ideal
step case , the detected secondary emission integ ral spectrum does the same. On the other hand, the
insensitivity
of C(e) to IC electrical
and m2asurement
conditions
gives a stable voltage resolution.
In other words , the conservation
of shape
and amplitude of the S curves need to be approached for good accuracy voltage measurements.
To satisfy
this requirement
the major problem
is
the elimination
of the local field
or microfields effect . To give an order of magnitude for a
0-5 V logic IC, a 2. 5 µm space between two adjacent
lines
gives
a 2 kV/mm electrical
field
at the
specimen s urf ace. Due to the fact that technology
is improving higher and higher local fields
will
appear in the future .
The combination
between the voltage at the
measured
point
and neighbour ing ones gives
rise
(11,41)
i) to recapture
some of the secondary
electrons
by the specimen,
ii) to changes in the
mean angle of secondary electron
emission .
This
effect
is responsible
for
voltage
contrast
imaging obtained
in classical
SEMs
without
any energy analysers.
In the case of
quantit ative
voltage
contrast
this
parasitic
effect
is responsible
for: i) cross talking,
i.e.,
the voltage of the adjacent lines is partly
read
on the measured element,
ii) changes in electron
trajectories
outside and inside the spectrometer .
Consequently
both C(0) and F(E) are affected . It
concerns image mode operation
as well as quantita tive voltage evaluations.
In order to reduce these effects
with respect
to the SE energy shifts,
it has been proposed to
apply
a strong voltage between the sample and an

1

D•••c•o,
Ext,action

~

Retarding
__
Grid

Vr

-----

_____-=.-Grid

---f7r,i._

....-Target

Fig . 3 : Example of a planar
retarding
spectrometer
(below the lens type) after

field
ref 8 .

Different
types of energy a nal ysers
have been
developed,
Plows (45) pioneered in this
domain,
and was followed
by
many
gro ups. Feuerbaum
then developed a planar analyser
(8).
The principle
of the system is the following (fig . 3)
the analyzer is placed under the objective
lens of
a conventional
SEM, the electrons
are first
accel e rated
in the extraction
field,
decelerated
in
the retarding
field and then deflected
towards the
SE detector . The high pass filter
function F(E) is
then obtained
with El= -qVr ,where Vr is
the
retarding
grid
potential.
Only the electrons
having
an energy superior
to this value are able
to reach the detector.
Then the constant
sig nal
condition
corresponds
to 6Vt= 6Vr .
However it must be noticed that the filtering
function
is not perfect with the planar analyser .
It
arises from the fact that the kinetic
energy
considered
by the retardin g potential
concerns
only the part of the velocity
vector normal to the
grid . Concerning
this point,
the superiority
of
hemispherical
analyser
is obvious (23).
The angular distribution
of reemitted
secon daries
can be either a normal process or related
to the microfield
or topographic
effects
. In the
planar
case,
it decreases
the sensitivity
of the
detection
by lowering the transmitted
number of
electrons
eve n with a convenient energy but with a
bad angle.
This effect decreases
with electron
refocussin g using long analyzers
in the lens (39).
In other terms, the sharpness of the F(E) function
has been increased
and the C(0) sensitivity
to
initial
angular
distribution
decreased .
Then
spectrometer
coefficients
C (see rel . 4) values of
6 - 8 . 10-9 (Volt . /As) have been reported .
But nowadays the debate is not closed and for
example,
magnetic
focussin g analyzers
using
a
magnetic
lens below the specimen are under study
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(14).
Very interesting
results
concerning
spatial
resolution,
microfield
effects,
with low extraction fields
have been announced.
The time resolution
is conditioned
by the
sampling times, the magnitud e and stability
of the
delays occurring
between the initial
synchronization signal and the final element in the detection
chain . In the case of real time operation,
the
high frequency limitation
is given by the linarization
feedback
loop to about 0.5 MHz. On the
opposite
for stroboscopic
modes, ass uming fixed
delays,
the time resolution
depends
on
the
sampling times. The resolution
due to video signal
gating
is
limited
to around 50 ns (5) but it
is
greatly
improved
in the case
of beam blanking
operations .
The
chopping
systems
concern
mainly
travelling
wave structures
(19),
reentrant
cavities (51) and plate capacitors
(1,44).
Since general purpose equipment
are generally
required,
the
best flexibility
is given by the capacitor
system.
It
concerns energies,
primary beam currents
and
driving frequency (36).
The blanker is generally
situated
around
the
upper
lens
of the microscope near the gun. The
electrostatic
deflection
angle a(f) is
frequency
dependent.
The beam chopper can be either
a real
aperture
or a knife edge,
or
the image of the
final aperture
near the objective
lens.
The angular deviation
writes (32) :
tan a(f)

" a(f)

a max sin(TifL/v)

with

a max

(Vde / V)

/ (1TfL/v)

(7)

into
account for time voltage va riation s lying in
these magnitud es (13).
To our knowledge,
100 ps
corresp onds to the results
obtaine d in today's
normally available
E-beam t ·esters.
A way in progress:
measurem ents on buried lines
Since
real ICs are generally
covered wi th a
passivation
la ye r, nowadays the voltage evaluation
on
buried
lines
is
an
essential
problem.
Research
on the field
has
been extensively
developed
these recent years (11,21,52).
Because
of the MOS circuits
sensitivity
to
electron
beam irradiations,
we will
see that
later,
the creation
of a con ductive
channel
between
the
surface and the buried
line
is
no
longer
suitable.
The only suitable
way uses
the
capacitive
coupling between the buried
conductor
and a charged surface sheet . This is called the
capacitive
coupling voltage contrast
(CCVC).

Fig. 4 :
Sketch
of
the ratio
a between
the number of reemitted and incident
numbers
of
electrons
versus
the primary
electrons
energy Ep .
The deposited
charge
Qd is also indicated.
The existence
of o > 1
is a necessary
precondition
for CCVC.

(L / 2do)

Vde and qV correspond
respe ctively
to the applied
voltage
to the capacitor
plates and the primary
electrons
energy. They have a velocity
v. L r e presents
the length of the plates to be travelled
by
the electrons
and do their spacing.
The first
zero val ue corresponds
to a transit time equal to 270 ps with V =l kV and L =0.5cm.
In order to overcome this time limitation,
it has
been proposed to increase
the blanker sensitivity.
Consequently
a suitable
beam deviation
can be
obtained
with a low Vde variation
and then a
possible
duration
much lower than
the voltage
driving period
1/f is achievable.
This way assumes
the optimization
of the
blanker position
inside the column (17,18) and its
design.
It also provides
reduction
in spot
size
blanking
degradations.
They are produced
by i)
crossover
motions during deflection
rise and decay
times
(44),
an ellip ticity
is introduced
in the
spot shape, ii) increasings
in the electron
energy
spread (33). In this case the chromatic aberration
term in rel. (8) is changed.
On prototypes
blanking times of 80 and 10 ps
have been obtained.
They use respectively
a double
plate
system
(24) or a single
plate
associated
with a supplementary
lens (36).
But the exploration
of this field
is not
closed.
The time of flight
of the electrons
between
target and detector
is
specimen
voltage
dependent . The jitter
introduced
needs to be t aken

All
the difficulty
lies in the creation
of a
stable charged surface sheet with E-beam scanning.
It
results
from the fact that the ratio
between
the number of reemitted
and incident
electrons
is
energy
dependent
as sketched on Fig.4.
The N
shaped variation
presents
a maxima generally
superior to 1, the energies
EpI and EpII correspond
to
a= 1. Inside this range, the deposited
charge has
a positive
sign,
outside it is negative.
Concerning Si02,
EpII merges inside
the 1 - 2 . 5 keV
range (2,22,54),
this value is consequently
ope ned
to classical
SEMs . However good stability
charges
correspond
to
i)
initial
primary
energies
Epo < EpII , ii) extraction
fields
lower than 100
V/mm.
The physical
process of charge
deposition
can be explained
as follows
(22) : the surface
first
begins to be positivel y charged,
its potential¢
increases.
The secondary electrons
can no
longer leave the surface . Then a and the rate
of
charging
are decreased.
This process is going on
until,
in the simplest
case,
a balance
between
incident
and reemitted
currents
is reached.
The
primary
electrons
energy seen by the surface
remains unchang ed and the surface potential
¢ stays
at first
approximation
in the 0, +10 V range.
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Once the surface has been charged,
if
for
example, the buried line voltage changes from Oto
+ 5 volts (see Fig.
5),
the surface voltage
is
locall y increased.
A supplementary
barrier
appears
above the track and the secondary emitted
current
readily
decreases.
The balance resulting
from the
first
charging
process
is destro yed until
the
s upplementary
induced
charge Q = t:, Vt/Cpass
is
cancelled
by the absorbed current,
Cpass
represents
the passivat ion layer
capacitance
The
cor respondin g storage time Ts is the second fundametal parameter for CCVC, the first
being Epo.
This period Ts decreases
with : i) the current density
falling
on the sample, ii) the passivation thickness,
iii)
the difference
Epo - EpII.
It is clear t hat the conditions
of quantitative
voltage evaluations
are approached when the
buried target
voltage period Tt is much low er than
the storage
period Ts (Fig. 6).
Consequently,
turning
on and off DC and AC
voltages
can be detected
with essentially
low
current
densities
corresponding
to large
scanned
areas,
i.e . "' . 1 mm2. This method is well adap ted
for
semiquantitative
image modes such as voltage
co din g
(55),
frequency
tracing
(3),
etc.

Fig. 6
Diagram
showing
the correspondence
between the
buried
line
voltage
and the SE currents
versus time t .
Two
signal
periods are
shown.

-5

Radiation
like type damages
The electrons
impinging on a semiconductor
or
more generally
an insulator
in integrated
circuits
give r ise to the following
phenomenon : the primary electrons
c irculate
inside the material,
the
interaction
zone has a pear-like
form where electron hole pairs are created,
then these
ca rri ers
diffuse
outside and finall y r eco mbine . It results
first
in a possibility
of radiation
type damage
and secondly short circuiting
possibilities
. The
latter
effect
has, at first
sight,
some importance
esse nt ially
in devices
where possible
current
sources
ha ve finite
possibilities,
for example,
like in Famos (10), where the charge located in a
floating
gate may be evacuated.
Generally,
in Ebeam testing
co nditions
with low beam energies,
the e lectron
penetration
is insufficient
in order
to produce such effects.
The interaction
zone has
been estimated ,at
first
approximr1tion,
_ 1 by a
sphere with a diameter D with D a ~ 3 (pZ)
following
the Kanaya semiempirical
moael (28).
The
primary energy,
cubic mass and atomic number are
respectively
represented
by;,
p and Z , typically
when changing
the energy from 1 to 5 keV the
sphere diameter increases
from 0 . 03 µm to 0.45 µm.
Results
concerning
the influence
of low
energy E-beam on MOS transistors
have been reported in the literature
(15,20 , 40,42) . It has been
observed : i) a negative
threshold
voltage
shift
in the 1-18 keV energy range,
ii)
generally
a
linear
relationship
between the magnitude of the
shift
and the incident
dose falling
on the device
D = Ip . t / S where t and S represent
the irradiation time and the scanned area.
From our results,
the shifts
are independent
of the channel type and
dimensions
of the
transistor
(Fig . 7) . However
other
authors
mentioned
an increasing
of the
effect
at the shortest
channels (40)
i.e.
lower
than 3 micrometers,
these differences
could
be
related
to the technology.
The magnitudes observed

f-tf '

'

Li

.

t

I

det

Tu

for Electron - Beam testing

The conditions
concerning
electron-beam
testing arise from two types of considerations
:
i)
the
perturbation
of integrated
circuits
by the
beam must be avoided,
ii) the results
need to be
as significant
as possible
with respect
to the
electrical
state of the examined point.
This last
fact
will be simply mentioned in this section and
is re l ated to spatial
resolution
.
The non-perturbation
conditions
are related
to : f irst the interaction
of the beam with sensitive
parts of the devices and secondly to impressed currents
on the IC.

Fig.
5 : Model for CCVC (22).
Schematic view of
the
charges
configuration
in three
different
cases. They correspond to the switching on time at
the indicated
voltages . Instantaneously
reemitted
SE currents
are also indicated .

0

Contrast

With a spectrometer
the quantitative
determination
of voltages,
i . e.
the waveform mode, remains a
little
bit more diffic ult due to the fact the beam
is permanently
positio ned at the same place . The
stroboscopic
mode is generally
achievable.
Assuming : i)no drastic
current
probe limita tions , ii) a suitable
capacitive
coupling with the
track considered
,iii)no
special
signal losses due
to electron
irradiation,the
preceding voltage and
time resolutions
seen on conductor
pads remain
on the whole valid .Th e spatial
resolution
co uld
eventually
be degraded on the edges of the tracks.

SE

!/ l/ !/

+ + .t

in

t
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are independent
of device polarization
tion mode (DC or 2ns chopping time) .

or irradia-

tions.
These previous times
duced typically
by a factor
keV, respectively
.

are considerably
re20 and 200 at 2 and 5

Time

(mv
I:"""-----------------.

100 h,...---.---....---r--~-~----

lb= 1 nA

10h
100

/j.V = 100 mV

th

X

1h

•

10

100
6mn

36s
Fig . 7 : 1 keV threshold
voltages
shifts . Types of
transistors
examined : i) W/Z = 50/50, n channel
( ■ ), p channel( □ ) , ii)
W/Z = 100/3 n (~ ) , p (6),
iii) W/Z = 3/25 ,n (e ). The dimensions correspond
to micrometers.
The three possible
physical
effects
for MOS
perturbations
are (2 5 ) : i) direct
charging,
ii)
trap creation
inside the gate oxide, iii)
indirect
charging of normally existing
flaws.
Our experiments have been achieved with all the e le c trodes
grounded,
the
threshold
s hifts have always
the
sa me sign within the 1-6 keV range, th e n the first
possi~ility
is ruled out.
The Eenetration
of the
600 A gate oxide across
8000 Ii SiOz plus 5000 A
polysilicium
is unlikel y. The only possible
reason
co nce rns
the charging
of flaws by reemitted
X
photons from the top oxide.
The sensitivity
depends
drastically
on the
primar y energy
Ep as we can see on our results
(fig .8).In
the highest energy range,i.e.
5 to 18
keV, other
authors
(42) have evaluated
the fraction
fd of the primary energy deposited
in the
gate
oxide.
This term decreases
from some 10-2
when the gate oxide is reached by the electro ns
down to 10-6 at 5 keV. In this
last
case , the
primary
particles
remain
reasonably
localized
outside
the gate oxide . Simulations
taking
into
account characteristic
Si02 photons showed a right
order of magnitude for the 5- 8 keV fd .
In fig. 8 we report the possible
irradiation
times
versus
the primary energies , these
times
correspond to 0 .1 volt threshold
shifts.
The nor mal values are sit uated between -1 and+
1 volt
owing to different
transistor
types . The nonperturbating
conditions
depend also on the magnification
conditions.
If we adopt a 1 nA mean beam current and 1
keV at x 100 linear
magnification
corresponding
to
a 1 x 0.8 mm2 field,
the expos ure time exceeds
20 h so no damage is obviously expected.
But if a
100 x 80 µm2 field is required,
the experimen t al ist
has only 10 minutes of safe working
condi-

3.6s

1

2

3

4

5

6

Ep

(keV)
Fig.
8 : Diagram showing the expected
exposu r e
times
at E-Beam currents
versus primary energies .
The threshold
volta ge shift and the mean beam
current
are
respectively
0.1 Volt and lnA . The
different
curves have the linear magnification
as
parameter.
Impressed currents
Pr ecedently
we have seen that
the absorbed
curent due to an incident
electron
beam Ip is
Ia = (CT - 1) Ip.
The non zero charge can alter the observation
or the device working conditions,
for exa mple, if
charge evacuation
is weak. In th i s case breakdown
conditions
can also occur in the most drastic
conditions
(49) . In other cases (35),
alumini um
nodes in IC (30) or oxide
encaps ul ated
floating
gate
MOS have been activated
with the E-beam
(46).
This positive
use of impressed charges contributes
to E-beam switches
achievements . This
promising
subject
will be examined in the
last
part of this paper.
Briefl y stated,
except for special
devices,
the non-charging
conditions
are less
restrictive
than the radiation
damage ones. The E-beam testing
energ ies started
from 2.5 keV (55) down to 0 . 7 keV
(31).
Consequently
the energies currently
available
in EBT equip ment are now around 1 KeV and
remains consistent
with toda y 's IC technology.
Spatial

resolution,
related
Imag e mode

problems

The spatial
resolution
is a crucial
pro bl em
with E-beam testing,
because quantitative
modes of
operation
as well as qualitative
ones are
affected. Due to the fact that low primary energies
and
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secondaries
are concerned , the main point is the
spot diameter.
The image quality
remain s conditio ned by the
spot
size and it is currently
ad mitted that
this
size must not exceed 1/5 of the picture
element to
be visualized
(4) . In the quantitative
voltage
evaluation,
the diameter needs to be smaller than
the aluminium stripe
width.
In the opposite
large
metal test pads are requir ed .
In order
to clarify
these
ideas,
the SEM
conditions
of operation
are the following
i) 1 keV primary beam energy in order to avoid
IC
disturbances,
ii) about 1 nA DC beam current.
In
this last case operation
in stroboscopic
mode at 1
ns gives only 6 incident
electrons
per pulse.
In
order to have suitable
signal to noise ratio
and
measurement
durations,
it is not recommended to
decrease this value.
Concerning classical
sources
SEMs, i.e.,
for tungsten or lanthanum he xaboride
sources,
the squ are value of the spot diameter
d
is
equa l to the sum of the square values of the
error terms (16,5 3) :
d

2

= (4 Ip/rr

+ Cc

2
2

B + (1.22>-)~

1/c/+
a

1/a

a:

(Ip/V)

Recent developments

½

and future

prospects

Functions available
Due to the developments
concerning
the EBT
equipment
in the SO' s the function V(x,y,t)
is
normally attainable
on metal nodes or less currently on buried stripes
(12,22) wit h some picture
or
analog
signal
processing.
The field
of view
normally
admitted
is about 200 x 300 µm2 and a
cont rolled
stage
displacement
is
generally
required.
The possibilities
(55) are summarized in Table 1.
with the techniques
associated .
Table

1 .

Functions
generally
contrast
systems .

wd

I

IMAGE MODE

(8)

depends on the characteristics
concerning:
- the gun via its brightness
B,
the beam
c urr ent
Ip,
the associated
wavelength
A
the
relative
energetic
dispersion
6Ep / Ep,
- the objective
lens with its chromatic
and
spherica l aberration
terms,
respectively,
Cc and
Cs,
- the conditions
of observation
via the half
beam aperture
a= da/(2 wd) where da and wd represent,
respectively,
the aperture
of the beam at
obj ective lens and the working distance .
To give
an idea of the behavior,at
first
approximation
the diffraction
term can readil y be
ruled
out and,
at the highest currents,
if
we
neglect
the aberrations
related
to the objective:
d = 2/Tr (Ip/B)

and analyzer requires
a specific
solution.
In order to accurately
determine the ord er of
magnitude we can say that at 1 keV, 1 nA DC current,chopped
mode (2 ns),
the knife edge method
results
(27)
give now curr e ntl y 0.3 micrometer
spot size.

2 6

It

½

Contrast

achieved

on voltage

1/4 Cs a

2 2

( 6 Ep /Ep)

Voltage

WAVEFORMMODE

1)

V(x,y,t)
V (xj,Yj,t)
i) Static
or low frequenc y circuit
operation.
Possible
signal processing
techniq ue s (5).
ii) High frequencies
(blanker required)
:
Stroboscopic
mode.
Sampling techniques
: multi waveform measurements.
Logic thresholds:
logic state mapping.
Frequency mappings (3).
2) V(x ,t)
Voltage

Table

2

coding

(34).

Functional
organization
devoted to E-beam testing

of equipment
of ICs.

(9)

First,
it
is interesting
to note
that
the
spot size is an increasing
function
of the working
distance,
from our experiments
the measurements
give exponents between 1/2 to 1. As we work in the
worst conditions
to obtain good images, i.e.,
with
essentially
low energies
and hi gh currents,
it is
interesting
to use a short working distance
spectrometer.
Seco ndl y, the higher the brightness
the best
the
results
will
be.
Gun
choice s oscillate
between tungsten and lanthanum
hexaborid e,
there
is
no general clear evidence to use one precise
type.
New ways seem to be either
multi-electrode
low voltage guns or,
in the future,
field effects
guns.
Thirdly,
it has been mentioned that low blanking times can affect spatial
resolution.
However,
under optimized conditions,
stigmator
corrections
are effective
and an increase
of a factor 2 at the
lower blanking time seems reasonably
expected.
Consequently,
the spatial
resolution
remains
a satisfactory
compromise between these
different
points
and each microscope coupled with a blanker

Blanker
Time
Adjustments
External
information

requir ed
Spect rometer
Settings
Spectrometer

The suitable
conditions
for equipment
operation
require
the coordination
of the different
hardware
functions
and information
inp ut-outp ut s
as shown in Table 2 (55,37).
A computer controlled
system is obviously
required
in order to achieve a
good efficiency
and some comfort in working conditions.
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P.
New developments
This
type of equipment can be typically
used
in IC testing
sequences correspo nding first
to
fault
detection
and secondly to fault
diagnosis,
this latter
step is really in the field of the EBT
systems .
Fault
detection
is normally
achieved
with
input-output
testers
with high speed conditio ns
of operation
available
tod ay. They are dependent
on the va riou s elect ri cal inp uts of the circ uits,
in the future the number of available
conditions
could be increased
using E-bea m observable
nodes.
The test vectors concerning
the faulty
operations
could consequently
be extracted.
Fault
analysis
with the EBT gives the locati on and the possible electrical
reason for the
defect.
Typical
processes have yet to be given
(7),
the picture electrical
behavior gives first
the geographical
faulty zone location
and secondly
waveform measurements provide additional
informa tion.
Essentially
due to the fact that:
i)
the
number of elements implemented per unit
surface,
ii)
the test pattern complexity
increasing , an
automated
procedure
remains the only efficient
way. Finally
s uch equipment might be put in the
hands of design engineers
(6).
First a convenient
element for comparison
is
needed.
In failure
anal ysis,
for example , it is
possible
to refer to the electrical
diagrams,
in
production
a good device
may be a solution.
Concerning the design verification,
a layout simulation
remains the best way. Some attempts
have
been recently
stated in the literature
(48) with
semi-custom
circuits
(ASICS).
A link
has been
established
between the circuit
description
and
the layout data and conseq uently a biunique relation exists
between the inp ut test pattern and the
simulated logical
states
picture.
Secondly
the matching between this
picture
and the image extracted
from the SEM is
obtained .
Due to the large number of operations
required,
a
host computer is used. Then,
once the faulty zone
is obtained,
waveforms
on sensitive
nodes give
further
information.
Now it opens the way to a utomatic defe ct recognition
via expert systems.
The preceding ways only co ncern the use of
the electron
beam as a passive probe.
The active
function
of this probe has been reported
in the
case of experimental
self test circuits
(SO) or
memories (46). The activation
of switches wit h the
el ectrons co uld constitute
progress,for
example
in
i)
testing
with the possibilit
y of blocs
partitioning,
ii)
reconfiguration
in order
to
provide easy testing
or yield improvements in ze ro
defect
devices.
This high possibility
of testing
and recovery
of defe cts is given
by the same
instrument,
the SEM. Among the different
possibilities
investigated,
the charging
of floating
gate
transistors
causing
a threshold
voltage
shift
is the most promisin g one (15,46).
Consequently
microscope columns givi ng the possibility
to work at three primary energies
with optimized
image shifts
would be sufficient.
The energies
range is limited between 5 keV for reconfiguration
and 1 keV for testing .

Girard
Conclusion
The voltage co ntrast
techniques
is now coming
of ad ult age (26,47).
This fact has been obtained
with progres s
in basic and applied
research
concerni ng mainly the electron
detector s and the
test
methods.
Practically
it
results
from a
compromise
between the conditions
of non-destructive testing,
the spatial,
time and voltage resolution.
EBT systems
are also well
serviced
by
co nvenient software procedures.
The applications
field of the EBT equipment
is wide . It concer ns reliability
studies
in production as well as in failure
analysis.
The major
developments
are ce rtainl y devoted to the design
and test of complex integrated
ci rcuits where ne w
ways are opened with the future active function
of
the e lectron
probe.
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Discussion

J .Beall:
Do you foresee the necessity
to decrease
beam voltages
below 1 . 0 keV in order
to reduce
irradiation
damage in 1.25 and 0.5 micron device
technologies?
Author : On the one hand,when reducing dimensions,
there
are no physical
reasons
against
the
sensitivity
increasings
to E- beam irradiations
One
may think
about
short
channel
effects,
technology dispersions,
etc. Data reported in the
literature
go in this direction
(40). On the other
hand a decrease from 1 to 0.5 keV also
decreases
the magnit ude of the threshold
shifts
between one
and two orders of magnitude.
This fact needs also
to be considered
if the logical
levels are reduced
lower than 5 volts.
W.Reiners
Did you observe a saturation
of the
threshold
voltage shift using a pri mary electron
energy of 6 keV?
Author
Yes, a tendency towards saturation
has
been observed at this primary energy.

with reviewers

A. Gopinath : It is not clear how you arrive
at
the conclusion
that the spatial
resolution
remains
a satisfactory
compromise with the blanker
and
analyzer
? How do you expect it to vary as pulse
width reduces,
and what do you think this will be
at 100 ps?
Author : The spot size degradation
introduced
by
the blanker is generally
reduced with the microscope stigmators.
If we assume supplementary
degradations due to the analyzer,
a satisfactory
compromise needs to be found for microscope settings .
I have no special experience
of blankers operating
wjth resolutions
lower than
100
ps.
However, it seems reasonable
to expect a spot size
increase
of 2 between e.g. 1 and 0.1 ns.
J. Beall : What are the primary instrument
improvements needed to keep pace with decreasing
feature
sizes and increasing
circuit
speeds
? Are
there any instrument
parameters
that will prohibit
the future application
of SEM QVC?
Author : One of the important problem connected to
E-beam testing
seems to be the reduction
of the
voltage resolution
sensitivity
to the direction
of
secondary electrons
emission.
Both topography and
microfield
effects
are included.
It must also
be
kept in mind the fact that to day remedies
are
prohibited,
say high extraction
fields,in
the case
of CCVC. Since global circuit
examinations
are
required a large field of view is necessary.
Besides,
both qualitative
and
quantitative
methods are related
to the spot size
dimensions.
Nowadays with 1 keV, 1 nA at less than 0.1 pm size
is always
a challenge.
According to
Fujioka's
theoretical
work (13),
the electron
transit
time
effect
introduces
some limitations
on
time
resolution.
Beall : Have you evaluated
radiation
hardened
MOS devices and their relative
sensitivity
to SEM
QVC?
Author: Up to now I have not especially
worked on
radiation
hardened MOSdevices.
j.
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